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2018 HIGHLIGHTS

1.836

Reports from Reporting Entities

Top three Reporting sectors

623
597
219

From Money Service Businesses

From Banking Institutions

From paypal, amazon etc.

Top three reporting indicators
Negative information
Insufficient supporting documentation

Fraud 		

93

Disseminations to other Services

70%
12%

To the Police

To Tax Authorities

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

234
478
135

Requests sent to other FIUs

Requests received from other FIUs

Spontaneous disclosures
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2019 HIGHLIGHTS

1.763

Reports from Reporting Entities

Top three Reporting sectors

693
567
157

From Banking Institutions

From Money Service Businesses

From Investment Firms

Top three reporting indicators
Negative information
Insufficient supporting documentation

Fraud 		

91

Disseminations to other Services

60%
18%

To the Police

To Tax Authorities

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

247
468
65

Requests sent to other FIUs

Requests received from other FIUs

Spontaneous disclosures
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INTRODUCTION
It is an honour to preface the Annual Report of the Unit for Combating
Money Laundering (MOKAS) for the years 2018-2019.
Landmark of the biennium was the Evaluation from the Council of Europe’s
anti-money laundering body, the MONEYVAL Committee that Cyprus
underwent in 2019. The evaluation was a strenuous and demanding task
for all stakeholders involved.
MOKAS, due to its essential role, had, together with the Central Bank
of Cyprus, the main Supervisory Authority of the financial system, the
responsibility to coordinate the whole project, which begun in 2018 and
was completed in 2019.
The content of the evaluation report was thoroughly discussed and approved
by the plenary of the MONEYVAL Committee in Strasbourg in December
2019. It reflects all the measures adopted and contains recommendations
for further improvements. Overall, the report was compensatory and quite
balanced.
I take this opportunity to thank the representatives of all the appropriate
Authorities, Departments, the Cyprus Police, all the Supervisory Authorities
and the private sector, for their cooperation and valuable input during the
evaluation, including the on-site visit of the Evaluation team.
Apart from the Evaluation, during the biennium, the Unit continued with its
usual duties, as described in this report, functioning as a fundamental part
of the anti-money Laundering system.

Eva Rossidou -Papakyriacou
Attorney of the Republic,
Head of the Unit for Combating
Money Laundering
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MOKAS MANDATE
The Unit for Combating Money Laundering is the Financial Intelligence Unit of
Cyprus Republic and its mission is to prevent and suppress Money Laundering
and Terrorist Financing.
The Unit was established in December 1996 and became operational in
January 1997. Hierarchically, it subordinates under the auspices of the
Attorney General of the Republic as an autonomous, independently operating
Unit [section 55(1)].
MOKAS, is the national centre for gathering, evaluating and analysing the
Suspicious Transaction/Activity Reports (STRs & SARs) submitted by Reporting
Entities. The Unit transmits the results of the analysis to the appropriate
authorities either for investigation (Police) or for intelligence purposes.
The FIU's analysis function consists of the operational analysis which focuses
on individual cases and specific targets and the strategic analysis addressing
money laundering and terrorist financing trends and patterns.
The Unit is also engaged in policy issues in the area of anti-money laundering
measures, as well as in various awareness raising and training initiatives on
the subject, involving both the public and the private sector.
In this respect it issues circulars and guidance notes and provides training to
the Reporting Entities and to the police.
Close is also the cooperation between the Unit and the Supervisory
Authorities, whilst the Head of the Unit chairs, together with a representative
of the Ministry of Finance, the Advisory Authority for Combating Money
Laundering and Terrorist Financing, which deals with policy issues.

MOKAS is responsible for
gathering, evaluating and
analysing of suspicious
transaction reports and
conducts operational and
strategic analysis.
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Apart from its duties on a national level, the Unit plays an important part on
international level as well. Members of the Unit participate in international
organisations that deal with issues regarding money laundering, financing of
terrorism and confiscation of illegal proceeds and international cooperation
concerning these matters.
Cooperation and exchange of information with other FIUs and Execution of
Requests for Mutual Judicial Assistance submitted from foreign Authorities, in
the area of restraint and confiscation of criminal proceeds is also in the scope
of the activities of MOKAS.
In addition, MOKAS was appointed as the National Asset Recovery Office,
responsible for the tracing and recovery of illegal proceeds, in cooperation
with the counterpart offices of the EU member states.
In order to carry out its duties, the Unit is divided into two departments. The
Analysis Department and the Department of International Cooperation and
Police and Customs Cooperation.

STRs
Cross boarder
dissemination
reports

SARs

Analysis
Department

Rormal Requests
for Mutual Legal
Assistance

Requests from
counterpart
Units

Cooperation
with the Police
and Customs
Department of
International
Cooperation and
Police and Customs
Cooperation

What is Terrorist
Financing?
Is the raising of funds or
property, either directly or
indirectly for the purpose
of utilising such property
in the act of planning,
assisting or encouraging
terrorist acts and/or terrorist
organisations. The funds
may derive from legitimate
sources or criminal acts.
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ANALYSIS DEPARTMENT
SUBMISSIONS FROM REPORTING ENTITIES
MOKAS is the Central National Unit, responsible for receiving and analysing
suspicious transaction or activity reports submitted from Reporting Entities,
containing suspicions that funds constitute or may constitute proceeds from
illegal activities or are related in any way to Terrorist Financing. This important
function was allocated to the Analysis Department.
Mission of the Analysis Department is the analysis of the information and the
identification of links between suspicious transactions and related criminal
activities.

Which are the reporting
entities?
• Credit Institutions
•

Financial Organisations

•

Accountants

•

Lawyers

•

Natural or legal persons
providing administrative
services to legal entities
(nominee shareholders,
directors, registered office),
or acting as trustees in trusts

•

Real Estate Agents

•

Gambling Businesses

•

Casino

•

Any person engaged in
goods trading, if the payment
is made in cash exceeding
€10.000

MOKAS invested in operational management automation in order to obtain
results as effective and as efficient as possible with the means it has at its
disposal.
The Reports are submitted electronically through an intelligence analysis
system called “goAML”, which has been specifically designed and developed
by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) for Financial
Intelligence Units (FIUs).
At present MOKAS accepts the submission of Suspicious Activity Reports –
SARs and Suspicious Transaction Reports – STRs.
Suspicious Activity Reports contain general suspicions raised from the overall
l behavior of the reported persons. This behavior creates the knowledge or
the suspicion that they may be involved in criminal activities which generated
proceeds.
Suspicious Transaction Reports – STRs, being much more targeted, comprise
of suspicions based on specific suspicious transactions, which generate
the knowledge or the suspicion that a person may be involved in criminal
activities from which illegal proceeds were derived.
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Statistics - Number of reports per year for the period 2014-2019
TABLE Α
YEAR

NUMBER OF REPORTS

2014

671

2015

938

40%

2016

1623

73%

2017

1480

-9%

2018

1836

24%

2019

1763

-4%

During 2018, a total of 1836 Reports (both SARs & STRs), were submitted to the Unit by the local
Reporting Entities. Throughout 2019, the Unit received 1763 Reports.
It is noted that during the last years, apart from the numerical increase, an increase to the complexity
and the severity of the Reports was also observed.
The following graph illustrates the ascending course and trend of the number of reports submitted
to the Unit during the last 6 years.

GRAPH 1: NUMBER OF REPORTS FOR THE PERIOD 2014-2019
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The identified increase of the submitted reports is due to several reasons. Firstly because of the
introduction of the new IT system which made the report submission more convenient, since
the reporting entities are much more familiar with the electronic handling of data. And secondly
because the level of awareness has been increased through the training sessions provided all
around Cyprus both from MOKAS and the Supervisory Authorities.
As part of its mandate, and in line with the European directive, MOKAS provides feedback to the
reporting entities by releasing the results of strategic analysis, informing about trends and providing
training to the reporting entities.

Guidelines to Reporting Entities on submitting Suspicious
Transaction Reports (STRs) and Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs)
In April 2018, the Analysis Department, issued the Guidelines to Reporting
Entities on submitting Suspicious Transaction Reports (STRs) and Suspicious
Activity Reports (SARs), which were circulated to all the Reporting Entities.
The document aimed to provide reporting entities with guidance on how to
submit quality Reports to MOKAS.
Additionally, members of the Analysis Department gave relevant explanatory
presentations to Banking Institutions and to lawyers, whereas a series of the
same presentation is programmed to be delivered to other professionals in
the near future.

Responses to enquiries
During the years 2018-2019, members of the Analysis Department responded
to an average of 5.000 enquiries from Reporting Entities, concerning a wide
range of issues, like accessing and registration to the GoAml and resolving
technical issues in regards to the submission of Reports.
With the help and guidance of the members of the Analysis Department,
142 new Reporting Entities and 226 new users were registered to the GoAml
system in 2018 and 312 new Reporting Entities and 404 new users were
registered to the GoAml system in 2019.

5.000
Enquiries from
Reporting Entities
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Number of Reports per sector
By virtue of the article 69 of the AML legislation, the reporting entities are obliged to submit
suspicious activity/transaction reports.
The risk that each sector faces varies. It is up to the sectors and their supervisory authorities to
identify the level of risk and assess if the volume of SARs submitted is proportionate to the risks their
sector face.

TABLE B: REPORTS BY SECTOR FOR THE YEAR 2018

Money Service Businesses
Banking Institutions
Paypal & Amazon
Investment Firms
Company Service Providers
Report Dissemination from FIUs
Accountants
Lawyers
Gambling Businesses

623
597
219
174

Supervisory Authorities

70
59
36
21
11
7

Others

19

The ‘’Money Service Businesses’’ sector, with 623 Reports (Corresponding to 34% of the total reports),
was the larger submitter of Reports in 2018. Followed by the Banking Institutions with 597 Reports
(32,5%), Paypal and Amazon 219 Reports (11,9%) and Investment Firms with 174 Reports (9,5%).
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GRAPH 2: REPORTS BY SECTOR FOR THE YEAR 2018
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TABLE C: REPORTS BY SECTOR FOR THE YEAR 2019

Banking Institutions
Money Service Businesses
Investment Firms
Company Service Providers
Accountants
Report Dissemination from FIUs
Paypal & Amazon
Gambling Businesses
Lawyers

693
567
157
72

E-money

63
62
58
26
23
21

Supervisory Authorities

1

Others
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In 2019, the Reports from Banking Institutions increased to 693, a percentage 35% of the total.
The second larger submitter of the year was Money Service Businesses, with 567 Reports (32%),
followed by the Investment Firms with an absolute number of 157 Reports, making up 9% of the
total.
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GRAPH 3: REPORTS PER SECTOR FOR THE YEAR 2019
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In the analysis stage, the Analysis Department gathers information from several sources, such as
other FIUs, several data bases, other Governmental Departments etc.
Additionally, when deemed necessary, the members of the Analysis Department spontaneously
disclose information to other counterpart Units.
GRAPH 4: NUMBER OF REQUESTS AND SPONTANEOUS DISCLOSURES SENT
FROM THE ANALYSIS DEPARTMENT IN BIENNIUM 2018-2019
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Lastly, the Unit, also disseminates information to other Governmental Departments. In 2018, there
were 93 disseminations in total, with the majority of the cases to be disseminated to the Cyprus
Police (70%), followed by the Tax Department with 12%.
In 2019, 91 disseminations were made, again with the majority of the cases to be disseminated to
the Cyprus Police (60%), followed by the Tax Department with 18%.

GRAPH 5: NUMBER OF CASES DISSEMINATED TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL
DEPARTMENTS IN THE BIENNIUM 2018-2019
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Strategic Analysis
Valuable information is drawn from the Reports submitted from Reporting Entities to the Unit,
assisting the effort of combating Money laundering and Terrorist Financing.
Using analytical technics, the Unit detects emerging trends and technics used by the criminals to
launder their ill-gotten proceeds or to finance terrorist activities.
The objective of the Strategic Analysis is to provide the Reporting Entities, the Supervisory Authorities
and everyone involved in the battle of combating money laundering, valuable information in
regards to the extent of the phenomenon in Cyprus, so as to improve the legislation and effectively
combat the phenomenon.
The Unit analyses and meticulously records the trends and the common practices used. Once
identified and analysed, a Strategic Analysis Report is drafted and later on published.
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Report Indicators
During the submission of the Reports, the Reporting Entities select from a list one or more indicators
that raised suspicions and triggered the submission of the Report.
In the following paragraphs the most commonly selected indicators for the years 2018 and 2019
are listed.

Adverse Media
Reporting entities often discover negative information regarding their clients that is either publicly
available or contained in internet databases. This negative information often leads to the submission
of SARs/STRs.

Insufficient documentation
As part of the preventive measures for AML/CFT financial institutions require from their clients, in
certain occasions, to provide supportive documentation for executed/intended transactions. When
customers fail to comply with this requirement this could be an indicator of suspicious activity.

Fraud
One of the most common reasons for SAR/STR submission is fraud. This indicator includes investment
fraud, electronic fraud (both of which are very common), VAT fraud etc.

Unusual client behavior
Vague business activity, reluctance to cooperate and refusal to furnish the Reporting Entity with
supporting documentation usually constitute a red flag and may trigger the submission of a Report.

No economic rationale of activity
All businesses exist to make profits and all their economic decisions are made on this basis. In a
number of occasions however reporting entities detect transactions with no economic rationale.
This can create suspicions for ML/TF activities and may trigger the submission of a SAR/STR.

Transactions not in line with declared activity/ not in normal profile
This is another common suspicion indicator, which concerns entities carrying out transactions that
are unrelated to their declared activities and/or normal profile. In such cases suspicions may be
created regarding the legitimacy of these entities’ actual activities.

17
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Law Enforcement investigation
A number of SARs/STRs are submitted to the Unit when reporting entities find out that their clients
are investigated by LEAs. This usually happens when the reporting entity is served with a court
disclosure order. Such information may of course come to the attention of reporting entities from
other sources also, such as the local media.

Use of strawmen
In some cases, individuals who do not appear to have the knowledge or necessary professional
background or expected financial standing, may be declared as beneficial owners of entities that
engage in significant transactional activities. These strawmen who in certain cases may be relatively
young in age, are used to disguise the true owners of the companies under report. This constitutes
an offence punishable with imprisonment and/or monetary fine.

Discrepancy between declared and actual turnover
Sometimes there is a great variance between the declared and actual turnover of a bank account.
However, when the owners of the accounts are not in a position to provide adequate explanations
in relation to the inconsistency, this raises suspicions.

Fake documents
The provision of documentation which are suspected or proved to be fake is another common
indicator for SAR/STR submission. In many cases this concerns documents which are presented to
the reporting entity in order to justify a transaction, such as invoices and bill of lading.

Cash deposits
Systematic cash deposits create suspicions to reporting entities and will regularly lead to SAR/STR
submission. Such behaviour is seen as high risk and it is often an indicator of illegal activity.
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DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
AND POLICE AND CUSTOMS COOPERATION
Money laundering and terrorist financing are frequently carried out in an international context. For
this reason, measures adopted solely at national level, without taking into account international
coordination and cooperation, would have very limited effect.
Therefore, MOKAS strongly supports international cooperation and to this end priority is given to
Requests submitted from foreign authorities. This function has been assigned to the Department of
International Cooperation and Police and Customs Cooperation.
Requests are distinguished between Requests from Financial Intelligence Units and Formal Requests
for Mutual Legal Assistance, forwarded for execution to the Unit, via the Ministry of Justice and
Public Order, in the case where restraint or confiscation of criminal proceeds is requested.
COOPERATION WITH FOREIGN FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNITS
The Cyprus FIU have signed Memoranda of Understanding with the counterparts of the following
countries:
Belgium

Albania

Antilles

Montenegro

United Arab

France

Bulgaria

Korea

Kazakhstan

Emirates

Slovenia

Canada

Syria
Georgia

Israel

Russian
Federation

Holy See/Vatican
City State

Uzbekistan

Czech Republic

Moldova

Egypt

Ireland

South Africa

Aruba

Sint Maarten

Malta

USA

Serbia

Norway

Australia

Romania

Jordan

Liechtenstein

Poland

Chile

Japan

Ukraine

Netherlands

Armenia

Republic of
Kyrgyz

Bangladesh

Nevertheless, there is a specific provision in the Law, which enables MOKAS to cooperate with
foreign counterparts without the need of a Memorandum of understanding.
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During 2018, MOKAS’ Department of ’International Cooperation and Police and Customs
Cooperation’’ executed 478 Legal Assistance Requests and 54 Asset Recovery Requests submitted
from foreign authorities.
In 2019 executed 468 Legal Assistance Requests and 49 Asset Recovery Requests submitted from
foreign authorities.
TABLE Ε – REQUESTS FORM FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNITS AND ASSET
RECOVERY OFFICES FOR THE YEARS 2018-2019

2018

2019

Requests form Financial Intelligence Units

478

468

Requests from Asset Recovery Offices

54

49

Taking into account the transnational nature of money laundering and terrorist financing, timely
response to FIU requests is of vital importance in combating international crime.
MOKAS promotes international cooperation and assures rapid, constructive and effective responses
to FIU requests. The average response time to such a request is about 10 fully working days.

GRAPH 7: REQUESTS FORM FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNITS AND ASSET
RECOVERY OFFICES FOR THE YEARS 2016-2019.
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Execution of Mutual Legal Assistance Requests
As mentioned above, MOKAS is also responsible for the execution of Mutual Legal Assistance
Requests sent from other countries, when these Requests concern restraint and/or confiscation of
assets. Formal Requests for Mutual Legal Assistance are sent to the Ministry of Justice and Public
Order, which is the Central Authority and then transmitted to the Unit for execution.
During 2018, MOKAS’ Department of International Cooperation and Police and Customs Cooperation
executed 20 such Mutual Legal Assistance Requests and in 2019 executed 10 such Requests.

Cooperation with the Cyprus Police Authorities and the Cyprus Customs and Excise
Department
MOKAS’ Department of International Cooperation and Police and Customs Cooperation closely
collaborates with the aforementioned Law Enforcement Authorities. This cooperation ultimately
aims at the condemning of criminal activities and at the depriving of criminal and illicit proceeds.
For this reason, MOKAS’ members hold lectures, seminars and presentations at the Cyprus Police
Academy in order for the first response officers to be alerted and learn to include Money Laundering
offences in their indictments.
MOKAS’ members also help in the tracing, freezing/restraining and confiscating/seizing of illegal
proceeds and assets. Using the authorities and the powers vested to them by law, MOKAS’ members
can conduct examinations and send requests to relevant foreign Financial Intelligence Units in
order to obtain relevant information.

GRAPH 7: COOPERATION WITH THE CYPRUS POLICE AUTHORITIES AND THE
CYPRUS CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DEPARTMENT FOR THE BIENNIUM 2016-2019.
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RESTRAINT AND CONFISCATION OF ASSETS
The graph below indicates the number of Court Orders issued since MOKAS establishment, as
well as the total number of Administrative Orders issued by the Unit for the suspension or nonexecution of a transaction.
CHART 8: NUMBER OF COURT ORDERS AND ADMINISTRATIVE ORDERS ISSUED
SINCE MOKAS ESTABLISHMENT
300
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53
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Administrative Order: Issued by the Unit for the postponement of transactions of bank
accounts, when there is reasonable suspicion that a transaction is related to money laundering
or to terrorism financing. It is issued for financial analysis purposes or for the future issue of
restraint or confiscation orders. It is valid for 7 working days and can be renewed for a period not
exceeding 30 working days in total.
Restraint Court Order: Issued when: (a) criminal proceedings have been instituted and have not
been concluded or are about to be instituted against a person for the commission of a predicate
offence, or an application by the Attorney General has been made under sections 28, 35 or 36
of the Prevention and Suppression of Money Laundering Activities Laws of 2007-2019 or, (b) the
Unit possesses information which creates a reasonable suspicion that a person may be charged
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with the commission of a laundering offence and (c) the court is satisfied that there is reasonable
ground to believe that the person has benefited from the commission of a predicate offence”.
Registration and enforcement of a Foreign Court Order: When a foreign country submits a
request for the enforcement of a foreign restraint or confiscation court order, this court order can
be registered in Cyprus and become enforceable as if the order had been made by a competent
court of Cyprus.
Confiscation Court Order: It is issued after the conviction of a person in relation to a prescribed
offence and before the sentence is imposed so that all the proceeds acquired by the commission
of the predicate offence are confiscated.
TABLE F: ASSETS RESTRAINT/CONFISCATED IN 2018
Assets Restrained

Assets Confiscated

€536.601
$33.099
58 immovable assets
7 vehicles
3 watches

€100.079
$850.640
GBP 525

3 mobile phones

TABLE G: ASSETS RESTRAINT/CONFISCATED IN 2019
Assets Restrained

Assets Confiscated

€766.559,78
$1.357.632,69

€416.841

11 immovable assets

$7.731.443

3 vehicles

1 immovable asset

2.497.502 shares
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SANITIZED CASES
The Unit’s practical support to the Police and Police investigations is achieved through the
spontaneous dissemination of financial information, through good and continuous cooperation
and assistance in analysing the financial aspects of the cases investigated by the Police, as well as
through the submission of applications for freezing and confiscation before the Cyprus Courts of
Justice.
Bellow a few actual cases are presented. Please note that the names, dates and some actual facts
have been deliberately changed, modified and omitted in order to preserve confidentiality.
Case 1 - Drug trafficking
This was a drug trafficking case. During the execution of a Police search warrant, the police officers
found and seized a significant amount of cocaine and cash. The Police Authorities conducted
all the investigations into the commission of criminal offences, while the Unit conducted all the
financial investigations. The case was brought before the Cyprus Courts and after conviction of the
defendants, the amount of 66.000 euro was confiscated.
Case 2 - On line Fraud
This report was submitted by a local banking institution in relation to one of its clients, a foreigner
now residing in Cyprus Republic. Suspicions were raised when the banking institution received a
complaint from a counterparty accusing its client as a fraudster.
The complainant was claiming that she/he bought branded items on-line that were never delivered.
Few more complaints followed as well as cancellation requests from correspondent banks. The
unit after analysing the case disseminated the information to the Police Authorities. The involved
persons were charged in writing, arrested and brought before justice. Sales revenues were seized
and returned to the complainants.
Case 3 - Tax Evasion
A banking institution filed a report upon suspicion of possible tax evasion. The funds held in the
CY bank accounts were transferred from a foreign bank account, via a wire transfer.
The Unit, sent requests for information to the involved foreign FIUs and was informed that the
subject was known to the authorities for debts towards the Public Budget.
At the request of the foreign Agency, MOKAS issued an Administrative Order prohibiting any
transaction in the account. Soon a Formal Request for Mutual Legal Assistance was received from
the foreign country, and upon MOKAS application to the Court, the foreign Order was registered
and enforced in the Republic.
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PARTICIPATION IN INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
(α) Egmont Group
MOKAS is a member of the ‘Egmont Group’ since June 1998. The Egmont Group is an organisation
that serves as an international network fostering improved communication and interaction among
the Financial Intelligence Units. Its main goal is to provide a forum for FIUs around the world and
to support governments in the fight against money laundering, terrorism financing and other
financial crimes. The organisation includes now 155 countries worldwide.
(b) FIU Platform
MOKAS is also a member of the EU FIU Platform. This informal Platform, serves as a forum to provide
advice and expertise to the Commission on operational issues in the context of the functions
performed by Financial Intelligence Units (FIUs), to facilitate cooperation among national FIUs and
exchange views on cooperation related issues, such as effective international FIU cooperation,
the identification of suspicious transactions with a cross-border dimension, the standardisation of
reporting formats through the FIU.net network and the joint analysis of cross-border cases as well
as trends and factors relevant to assessing money laundering and terrorist financing risks both on
the national and international level.
(c) FIU.NET Task Force
Following the publication of Council Decision 2000/642/JHA of 17th October 2000 concerning
arrangements for cooperation between FIUs of member states in respect of exchanging
information, the EU Commission, through the DG Internal Market, launched the FIU.NET initiative, a
fully decentralised EU wide system whereby FIUs join a computer network to exchange information
in a secure environment.
(d) Asset Recovery Offices Platform
The main motive of cross-border organised crime, is financial gain and the ultimate goal of the Law
Enforcement agencies is to deprive criminals from the illegal proceeds.
Thus, the Law Enforcement Agencies should be in a position to rapidly exchange information
that can lead to the tracing and seizure of proceeds from crime and other property belonging to
criminals.
To that end, the Council adopted the Decision 2007/845/JHA of 06 December 2007 concerning
cooperation between Asset Recovery Offices of the Member States in the field of tracing and
identification of proceeds from, or other property related to, crime and each Member State set up
or designated a national Asset Recovery Office.
MOKAS has been designated by the Council of Ministers as the National Asset Recovery Office
of Cyprus. Under this capacity, MOKAS participates to the meetings of the European Union Asset
Recovery Offices Platform which aim to the enhancement of cooperation between EU Member
States in the area of tracing and confiscation of proceeds of crime and other crime related property
and exchanges information with other AROs.
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(e) The Camden Assets Recovery Inter-Agency Network (CARIN)
CARIN was established in The Hague in 2004 and it constitutes a global network of practitioners
and experts with the intention of enhancing mutual knowledge on methods and techniques in
the area of cross border identification, restraint, seizure and confiscation of the proceeds and other
property related to crime. Members of MOKAS participate in this network since 2005.
(f) The Council of Europe
- Moneyval Committee
Cyprus is a member of the Moneyval Committee of the Council of Europe, since its establishment
in 1997. This is a permanent Committee and it carries out the same tasks as the FATF, on mutual
evaluation, with which it cooperates closely. The Head of the FIU is the Head of the Cyprus delegation,
in which representatives of the Central Bank of Cyprus and the Cyprus Police participates as well.
The aim of Moneyval is to ensure that member states of the Council of Europe, which are not
members of the FATF, have in place effective systems to counter money laundering and terrorism
financing and comply with the relevant international standards in these fields.
Where appropriate, the Committee makes recommendations to the evaluated countries, with a
view to improve the efficiency of their anti-money laundering and countering terrorism financing
measures and to furthering international cooperation.
In November 2009, Cyprus hosted the Moneyval 8th Typologies Meeting and the following topics
were discussed: «The use of internet gambling for money laundering and terrorist financing
purposes» and «Money laundering through private pension funds and the insurance sector».
The Committee has evaluated the Cyprus system 5 times. The last evaluation took place in May
2019.
- The Conference of the Parties to the Council of Europe Convention on Laundering, Search,
Seizure and Confiscation of the Proceeds from Crime and on the Financing of Terrorism.
The main task of this Committee is the evaluation of the state parties regarding the implementation
of the provisions of the Convention, with respect to areas not covered by other international
instruments. The Head of the FIU has chaired this Committee from March 2011 until December
2015.
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SUPERVISORY AUTHORITIES
The Supervisory Authorities of the Reporting Entities are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Central Bank of Cyprus.
The Securities and Exchange Commission
The Commissioner of Insurance
The Council of the Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Cyprus
The Council of the Cyprus Bar Association
The Council of Real Estate Agents
The National Betting Authority
The National Gaming and Casino Supervision Authority
Any other Supervisory Authorities are appointed following a decision of the Council of 			
Ministers.

The above Supervisory Authorities are responsible for monitoring the compliance of the members
falling under their supervision with regards to the provisions of the Law and the Directives they
regularly issue for the better implementation of the Law.
The Supervisory Authorities may ask and collect from persons under their supervision any useful
information necessary for the performance of their duties and request within a specified deadline
the provision of relevant information, documents and data.
In order to verify the compliance of persons under their supervision, the Supervisory Authorities of
the financial sector may carry out inspections, request and collect information, enter the premises
of the supervised persons and inspect documents, records and accounts and any data stored in
computers or other electronic means and receive copies or extracts of these data.
In case of non-compliance, each competent Supervisory Authority may impose a fine.
In the case where a Supervisory Authority has information or believes that a person falling under
its supervision is involved in the commission of a money laundering or financing of terrorism
offence, it should disseminate the information to the Attorney General, as soon as possible.
When the information concerns specific funds and there is reasonable suspicion that these funds
constitute proceeds of illegal activities, or are related to terrorism financing, then the information
is disseminated to MOKAS.
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ADVISORY AUTHORITY FOR COMBATING
MONEY LAUNDERING AND TERRORISM FINANCING
This Authority is headed by a representative of the Ministry of Finance and the Head of the FIU.
Its functions are the following:
•

Informs the Council of Ministers of any measures taken and the general policy applied against
money laundering and financing of terrorism offences.

•

Advises the Council of Ministers about additional measures which, in its opinion, should be
taken for the better implementation of the relevant legislation.

•

Coordinates the the competent Public Services and private Sector bodies in identifying,
assessing, understanding and mitigating the risks of illicit activities and financing of terrorism,
as well as updating the risk assessment.

•

Promotes the Republic internationally as a country, which complies with all the conventions,
resolutions and decisions of international bodies in respect of combating laundering and
financing of terrorism offences.

The Advisory authority is composed of representatives of:
a. The Unit for Combating Money Laundering
b. The Central Bank of Cyprus
c. All other Supervisory Authorities
d. The Ministry of Finance
e. The Ministry of Justice and Public Order
f.

The Ministry of Exterior

g. The Customs and Excise Department
h. The Cyprus Police
i.

The Department of the Registrar of Companies and Official Receiver

j.

The Association of Cyprus Commercial Banks

k. The Association of International Banks
l.

The Cyprus Bar Association, the Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Cyprus and other
professional bodies which the Council of Ministers may decide

m. The Commissioner of Taxation
n. The National Betting Authority
o. The National Gaming and Casino Supervision Authority
p. Any other Organization or Service the Council of Ministers may decide
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EVALUATION BY INTERNATIONAL BODIES
Cyprus’ anti-money laundering system was assessed five times by the Moneyval Committee of
the Council of Europe in April 1998, September 2001, April 2005, June 2010 and May 2019.
The subsequent evaluation reports published in June 1998, June 2002, March 2006 and
September 2011, respectively, concluded that Cyprus adopted measures in line with international
standards and should be commended for the very comprehensive legal framework put in place.
The 4th round Evaluation Report of Cyprus has been adopted and published in September
2011. The last Detailed Assessment Report on Cyprus on Money Laundering and Combating the
Financing of Terrorism can be found on the Council of Europe website - www.coe.int.
Additionally, following a request by Eurogroup Working Group on 9 March 2013, the Moneyval
Committee of the Council of Europe conducted an assessment of the effective implementation
of Customer Due Diligence (CDD) procedures in the Cypriot banking sector. Moreover, Cyprus,
with the agreement of Troika, commissioned Deloitte Italy to assess the credit institutions' level
of compliance with the Cypriot legislative and regulatory framework for CDD. The reports on
these special assessments were presented to the Troika on 24.4.2013.
Considering the findings of the two reports as a whole, there is no reference to or indication
of systemic deficiencies. The reports indicate that the standard building blocks of the AML/
CFT framework in Cyprus are in place, the AML preventive measures and procedures in credit
institutions are generally sound, and, that overall, credit institutions exhibit a high level of
compliance with the statutory and regulatory requirements, which in some areas are more
demanding than the respective EU and international requirements. Nevertheless, some areas
that require attention and are amenable to suggestions for further improvements, are raised in
the reports.
In this context, the Cypriot authorities have taken into serious consideration these issues and
have stated that they remain fully committed to proceeding with the necessary improvements
and/or rectifications.
In light of the above, on 30 June 2013, the Cypriot authorities agreed with Troika on an AML
Action Plan within a specified tight timeframe which was fully implemented.
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A relevant Moneyval press release on this work, as well as its report can be found at the Moneyval
website link at: https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDocjsp?p=&Ref=DC-PR086(2013)&Language=lanEnglish&
Ver=original&Site=DC&BackColorInteret=F5CA75&BackColorIntranet=F5CA75&BackColorLogged
=A9BACE&direct=true
Additionally, the first three sections of the independent audit firm’s report, which include the
executive summary can be found at the website link of the Ministry of Finance at:
http://www.mof.gov.cy/mof/mof.nsf/All/43235D20B3BE0932C2257B8D003D4CE5/$file/
Deloitte%20Final%20Report%20Sections%2013.pdf
A relevant press release on these issued by the Ministry of Finance can be found at the link:
http://www.mof.gov.cy/mof/mof.nsf/All/A682418818752EB7C2257B7400432795/$filePressRelea
se%20MoFAntiMoney%20Laundering%20230513.pdf
In May 2019, the 5th Cyprus Evaluation from the Moneyval Committee of the Council of Europe
took place. The content of the evaluation report was thoroughly discussed, decided and approved
in December 2019. The report was published on 12/02/2020.
The report was quite balanced, highlighting the positive aspects of the Cyprus system. As in all
countries’ evaluations, recommendations for further improvements in specific areas, were also
contained in this report.
As far as the Unit is concerned, in the ‘’Technical part’’ of the evaluation, received the highest score
(Compliance - C). The Unit’s work is positively recognized both in international and local level.
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TRAINING
TRAINING PROVIDED BY MOKAS
Date

Organization

Location

Subject

MOKAS Member

7/5/2018

Cyprus Police

Police
Academy

The prevention
and Suppression of
Money Laundering
and Terrorist
Financing Laws
of 2007-2019

M. Kyrmizi

9/5/2018

Cyprus Police

Police
Academy

The prevention
and Suppression of
Money Laundering
and Terrorist
Financing Laws
of 2007-2019

M. Kyrmizi

13/9/2018

MOKAS

Central Bank

Guidelines to
Reporting Entities
on submitting
Suspicious
Transaction
Reports (STRs) and
Suspicious Activity
Reports (SARs)

A. Hadjixenophontos /
C. Panayiotou/
S. Aristodemou

14/9/2018

MOKAS

Law Office
of the Republic

The prevention
and Suppression of
Money Laundering
and Terrorist
Financing Laws
of 2007-2019

E. R. Papakyriacou/
M. Kyrmizi

19/10/2018

Cyprus Police

Police
Academy

The prevention
and Suppression of
Money Laundering
and Terrorist
Financing Laws
of 2007-2019

M. Kyrmizi
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TRAINING PROVIDED BY MOKAS
Date

Organization

Location

Subject

MOKAS Member

20/11/2018

Cyprus Bar
Association

Larnaca

Guidelines to
Reporting Entities
on submitting
Suspicious
Transaction
Reports (STRs) and
Suspicious Activity
Reports (SARs)

A. Hadjixenophontos /
C. Panayiotou

30/11/2018

Cyprus Bar
Association

Limassol

Guidelines to
Reporting Entities
on submitting
Suspicious
Transaction
Reports (STRs) and
Suspicious Activity
Reports (SARs)

A. Hadjixenophontos /
C. Panayiotou

6/12/2018

Cyprus Bar
Association

Nicosia

Guidelines to
Reporting Entities
on submitting
Suspicious
Transaction
Reports (STRs) and
Suspicious Activity
Reports (SARs)

A. Hadjixenophontos /
C. Panayiotou

11/01/2019

Cyprus Bar
Association

Paralimni

Guidelines to
Reporting Entities
on submitting
Suspicious
Transaction
Reports (STRs) and
Suspicious Activity
Reports (SARs)

A. Hadjixenophontos /
C. Panayiotou
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TRAINING PROVIDED BY MOKAS
Date

Organization

Location

Subject

MOKAS Member

18/03/2019

Cyprus Police

Police
Academy

The prevention
and Suppression of
Money Laundering
and Terrorist
Financing Laws
of 2007-2019

M. Kyrmizi

17/04/2019

Cyprus Police

Police
Academy

The prevention
and Suppression of
Money Laundering
and Terrorist
Financing Laws
of 2007-2019

M. Kyrmizi

08/05/2019

Cyprus Police

Police
Academy

The prevention
and Suppression of
Money Laundering
and Terrorist
Financing Laws of
2007-2019

M. Kyrmizi

08/10/2019

Cyprus Police

Police
Academy

The prevention
and Suppression of
Money Laundering
and Terrorist
Financing Laws of
2007-2019

A. Hadjixenophontos
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TRAINING PROVIDED TO MOKAS STAFF
Date

Organization

Location

Subject

MOKAS Member

10/10/2018
&
11/10/2018

FIU.NET

MOKAS

FIU.NET
Function

Members of the
Analysis Team

18-21/6/2018

CEPOL

The Netherlands

Financial
Intelligence &
Analysis of Financial
Data

George Kaishis

11/06/2019

Ministry of Justice
and Public Order

Cyprus

Information Day
in the framework
of the National
Horizontal Action
Plan against
Corruption

A. Andrikopoulou

